Proposal For

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Public Safety Facility
Pepperell, MA

May 6, 2021

Town of Pepperell
C/O Town Administrator FSD001
Pepperell Town Hall
1 Main Street

101 Federal Street Pepperell, MA01463

Boston MA 02110
617.737.6400

RE: Owner’s Project Management Services for the Construction of a Public Safety Facility for the Town of Pepperell www.leftfieldpm.com Dear Mr. MacLean:
LEFTFIELD is excited to submit our proposal for Owner’s Project Management Services for the Town of Pepperell’s construction of a new Public Safety Facility. We
acknowledge that we have read your Request for Proposal and the sample Agreement for Project Management Services and take no exceptions. We have received
all addenda. We clearly understand the scope of all services required and certify that we meet the minimum requirements specified in the RFP.
FIRM OVERVIEW
LEFTFIELD is OPM firm that has been in business for 14 years. We have a team of experienced professionals that have completed over $2.3 billion of public
construction work. LEFTFIELD is well versed in all phases of project management: planning, feasibility, budgeting, project scheduling, preconstruction, design,
construction, commissioning, and close-out. We have significant experience in working on both design-bid-build (Chapter 149) and Construction Manager (Chapter
149A) construction contract methodologies.
Based on current staffing levels and availability, we have capacity to immediately infuse ourselves into the project. Our team is currently comprised of 29 highly
regarded industry professionals and we understand that this project will require significant planning and coordination with a varied group of stakeholders. We
also have relationships with many specialty subconsultant firms, available dependent upon the Owner and Project’s needs. Furthermore, we understand the
challenges of this project, potentially constructing a new building on a new site, while minimizing impacts to the adjacent buildings, Town activities, and neighboring
abutters. As a team, we have managed many high profile, phased construction projects, on occupied sites, in tight and trafficked areas, and this project will include
many of these same challenges that we have successfully maneuvered many times before.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
1. LEFTFIELD strong experience in managing other high profile public projects in the Commonwealth: LEFTFIELD has significant experience in managing municipal
projects in Massachusetts. We are currently managing 12 public projects in the State that range in costs from $16M to $380M – including schools, playing fields,
higher ed projects, and public safety facilities. We manage both Chapter 149 and Chapter 149A project types. Overall, LEFTFIELD has managed over $2B in
public projects in Massachusetts.
2. LEFTFIELD has significant experience managing Public Safety Facilities as we are currently managing Public Safety projects for both Billerica and Wakefield.
Previously, Shane Nolan, our project manager assigned to this project, has been OPM on the following projects: Milton Fire Stations (HQ, Atherton, East) ($22M)
Milton, MA, Sharon Public Safety ($18.6M) Sharon, MA, Scituate Public Safety Building ($14M) Scituate, MA, Medfield Public Safety ($15.2M) Medfield, MA,
Whitman Police Station ($5M) Whitman, MA, Monson Town Hall & Police Station ($11M) Monson, MA, Whitman Town Hall & Central Fire Station ($2.4M)
Whitman, MA. Except for the Sharon Public Safety Project, these projects were all procured utilizing Ch. 149.

3. LEFTFIELD has significant local experience as we have been managing the design and construction of the Florence Roche Elementary School for the Town of
Groton over the past several years. The School passed at Town Meeting last week. We would urge you to call the folks at the Town of Groton to ask about our
work, including Mark Haddad.
4. LEFTFIELD has extensive experience and knowledge with asbestos-containing material [acm] and demolition projects. Many of our projects, both public and
private, have complex scopes of work that involve the abatement of ACM and the demolition of existing facilities. While these projects, on the surface, may not
seem to have parallels, they all require careful and thoughtful planning and coordination to manage and complete in a neighborhood setting. LEFTFIELD has the
knowledge, resources, and experience to guide the Town of Pepperell with these projects and their associated challenges.
5. We have tremendous in-house experience with our MEP staff. During this project, they will be able to provide QA/QC for the MEP scope of the project, ensuring
that the MEP systems are installed correctly, can be easily maintained, and that the applicable staff is trained on all major equipment. This service will help
maximize the useful life of all major HVAC equipment in the building.
6. The make-up, expertise and experience of the LEFTFIELD team we’ve assembled for the Town of Pepperell’s Public Safety Facility is second to none. LEFTFIELD
is the right choice to manage the Pepperell project as our team has over 100 combined years of experience in the construction industry. The LEFTFIELD team
will be led by Jim Rogers as Principal-in-Charge. Advocating for stakeholders like the ones representing the Town of Pepperell, Jim’s leadership and experience
will be critical to manage the many complexities of this project and to work with all stakeholders to ensure that the project runs smoothly and efficiently. It will
be important to work closely with the Town to effectively orchestrate the project to achieve the best design and site solution possible that is the least disruptive
to all to maintain occupancy and function throughout the process.
As the anchor to our staff, Shane Nolan will be in the role of Project Director. With significant experience working with public projects, Shane will be the day-today
contact for the Town of Pepperell on the project. With Shane’s past role with a national OPM firm, including managing the Cohasset Town Hall renovation and
Milton Fire Station renovation before his move to LEFTFIELD, his experience coordinating public and abutter outreach, leadership, communication and his
organizational skills will be key throughout the entire process. He will coordinate the efforts of the design and construction team to ensure that budget, quality
and schedule requirements are met or exceeded. His vast experience in managing the preconstruction process will prove invaluable in understanding the
logistical planning required on the project, while also maintaining a balance between scope and budget.
Linda Liporto will be your Senior Project Manager. Previously acting as a Principal for a large downtown CM firm, Linda is a talented, senior level Construction
Manager with strong organization and communication skills and experience coordinating public and abutter outreach. Her broad-based knowledge of the design
process and construction means and methods will allow her to seamlessly assist in managing the project stages and the team.
Mark LaFleur will provide full-time onsite Field Representation. He will ensure compliance with project specifications, provide quality control and safeguard safety
on site during construction. Mark is a seasoned Construction and Facilities Manager with over 20 years of experience directing, planning and supervising in
multi-faceted construction organizations. Mark has his Construction Supervisor’s License.
Additionally, LEFTFIELD will include Jay Faxon as their MEP specialist. In addition to performing critical design reviews of the design documents, Jay will perform
construction observation of the MEP systems and will oversee the Building Commissioning process to ensure that the MEP systems are properly installed,
tested, functionally integrated with the BMS system and operating efficiently. We have also identified PM&C to provide independent cost estimating and VE

cost analysis if needed. Finally, Adam Keane is our Utilities Specialist; and Matt Casey will be the Civil and Structural Specialist on the team. Together with our
Project Management Team who will control finances, operations and guidelines, our combined experience is second to none.
LEFTFIELD brings the following key attributes to the Town of Pepperell’s Public Safety Facility Project:
• Successful experience working collaboratively with municipalities, managing logistically challenging projects
• Experience managing complex, phased construction on occupied sites, both new and renovations and additions • Extensive experience with the MGL Chapter
149
• Our exceptional owner project management and strong in-house MEP expertise will lend itself well to a project like the Public Safety Facility Project
We look forward to meeting with you to present our experience and qualifications. If you have any questions regarding this proposal, Jim Rogers will be your
contact person: jrogers@leftfieldpm.com or via cell (617) 593-0661.
Sincerely,
Jim Rogers
Principal

101 Federal Street

Boston MA 02110
617.737.6400
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Please note that all of these recently completed projects have been
completed on time and on budget. To be more specific, we can say with
confidence that every single project that LEFTFIELD has managed in its
14-year existence has been on time and on budget.
LEFTFIELD DIFFERENTIATORS

LEFTFIELD manages high profile and complex projects of all types and sizes. We
are currently managing public projects ranging from $300,000 to $375,000,000
and private projects from $10,000,000 to $200,000,000.
A sample of our current work experience includes:
Project

Description

Cost

Phase 3 Real Estate

Life Science Cluster in Waltham, MA

$200,000,000

Gerry School Project

Elementary School in Marblehead, MA

$55,600,000

Dale Street School

Elementary School in Medfield, MA

$130,000,000

Public Safety Facility

Add/Reno of Facility in Wakefield, MA

$9,600,000

BMC Durfee HS

New High School in Fall River, MA

$263,000,000

Florence Roche School Elementary School in Groton, MA

$78,600,000

Waltham High School

New High School in Waltham, MA

$375,000,000

Tyngsborough MS

Middle School in Tyngsborough, MA

$60,000,000

LEFTFIELD is prepared to start immediately, and have extensive
experience with similar publicly funded projects; analysis of multiple sites
and locations, robust permitting, and LEED analysis
LEFTFIELD has experience with community outreach and working with
multiple stakeholders to arrive at the cohesive preferred solution .
LEFTFIELD has experience and proven success managing complex
construction logistics, phase construction, and occupied sites .
LEFTFIELD has had a proven track record of managing successful projects
and team relationships; as evidenced by our repeat public clients.

Pinehurst Fire Station New Fire Station, Billerica, MA $10,000,000 Additionally, we

have recently finished the following projects:
Project

Description

Cost

Billerica Memorial HS
ISOM, UMass Amherst

New high school
Add/Reno to School of Management

$176,000,000
$62,000,000

Fox Hall

Elevator addition to occupied high rise

$20,000,000

Viking Hall and Parking New residence hall and parking garage

$73,000,000

Carver Accel. Repair

MSBA project, window, door replacement

$6,000,000

Revere Accel. Repair

MSBA project, roof replacement

$6,000,000

Springfield Accel. Repair MSBA project, roof and window replacements
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LEFTFIELD has the in-house MEP expertise from both a construction and
operational perspective that will help the Owner specify efficient, yet
simple to operate and maintain, equipment that will allow the Owner to
manage the systems in a manner that will maximize their useful life.
LEFTFIELD has knowledge and understanding of the codes as they relate
to design, understanding cost drivers impacted by codes, securing code
variances prior to design, and ensuring that a robust code analysis is
performed prior to finalizing costs. We also have a keen understanding of
code exceptions and options that can be utilized on projects.

$3-5,000,000
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LEFTFIELD works hard on coordination and quality of plans and specifications
and knows that a great project starts with good planning. We will work with the
Town Committee and all stakeholders to incorporate input and outreach plans,
to understand the project team, and engage them in the project development

process. From there, we will include the appropriate activities such as
design review and page turning sessions and outreach meetings on the
master project schedule.

Project Experience
Project Name, Location & Team Members Owner Contact Information
Fox Hall Elevator Renovation and Modernization
UMass Lowell, Lowell, MA
Jim Rogers, Jay Faxon
Center Campus Core Utilities, Landscape & Access
UMass Amherst, Amherst, MA
Jim Rogers

University of Massachusetts Lowell
220 Pawtucket St., Lowell, MA
Jean Robinson; 978-934-4545
University of Mass. Building Authority
One Beacon St., Boston, MA
Peter Gray-Mullen; 413-658-4094

Peabody & Bowditch Hall Renovations
Salem State University, Salem, MA
Jim Rogers, Adam Keane
Sophia Gordon Performing Arts Center
Salem State University, Salem, MA
Jim Rogers, Jay Faxon
Gassett Fitness Center
Salem State University, Salem, MA
Jim Rogers
Westall Elementary School
Fall River, MA
Jim Rogers, Adam Keane
Public Safety Facility
Mass College of Art & Design, Boston, MA
Jim Rogers
Public Safety Facility
Salem State University, Salem, MA
Jim Rogers, Adam Keane
Barker Center
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers, Adam Keane
Dana Palmer House
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers, Adam Keane
Carpenter Center
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers, David Saindon

Massachusetts State College Building Authority
253 Summer Street, Suite 300, Boston, MA
Leigh Warren; 617-542-1081
Massachusetts State College Building Authority
255 Summer St, Boston, MA
Dan Ocasio; 617-542-1081
Massachusetts State College Building Authority
258 Summer St, Boston, MA
Dan Ocasio; 617-542-1081
City of Fall River
One Government Center, Fall River, MA
Chris Gallagher; 508-324-2226
Massachusetts State College Building Authority
253 Summer St, Boston, MA
Dan Ocasio; 617-542-1081
Massachusetts State College Building Authority
254 Summer St, Boston, MA
Dan Ocasio; 617-542-1081
Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
Weld Hall, Room B1, Cambridge, MA
Marla King; 617-495-8842
Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
Weld Hall, Room B1, Cambridge, MA
Marla King; 617-495-8842
Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
60 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA
Marla King; 617-495-8842
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Role

Building
Use

Project
Cost

Change
Orders

OPM

Higher Ed

$16.7M

$500k

2018

✓

OPM

Higher Ed

$20M

$1M

2020

✓

Completion Public

New or
Method Renovation
Ch. 149a
(CMR)
Ch. 149a

LEED

Addition and
Renovation

Renovation

Silver

(CMR)
OPM

Higher Ed

$7M

$500K

2019

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

Silver

OPM

Higher Ed

$24M

$799k

2016

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

Silver

OPM

Higher Ed

$17M

$645k

2013

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Addition and
Renovation

Gold

OPM

K-12

$5M

$181k

2016

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

OPM

Public
Safety

$1.7M

$53k

2010

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

OPM

Public
Safety

$2.1M

$65k

2014

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$350k

$9k

2017

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$253k

$0

2016

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$252k

$0

2018

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation
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Eliot House Offline
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers, David Saindon
Kirkland House Offline
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers
Quincy House Offline
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers
Child Hall Offline
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jim Rogers
Parking Garage
Salem State University, Salem, MA
Jim Rogers
Medford High School
Medford, MA
Jim Rogers

Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
101 Dunster St, Cambridge, MA
Francisco Medeiros; 617-495-2266
Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
60 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA
Tom Ostler (former)
Harvard University, FAS Physical Resources &
58 Plympton Street, Cambridge, MA
Dick Nerden; 617-495-2289
Harvard University, Graduate School of Arts &
1350 Masss Avenue, Suite 350, Cambridge, MA
Robert (Bob) Byrne; 617-495-5315
Massachusetts State College Building Authority
257 Summer St, Boston, MA
Dan Ocasio; 617-542-1085
Massachusetts School Building Authority
40 Broad St Ste 500, Boston, MA
Joe Giorgi; 617-720-4466

OPM

Higher Ed

$1.5M

$33k

2017

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$1.4M

($62k)

2016

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$1.2M

$114k

2016

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$2.1M

$79k

2016

Ch. 149
(DBB)

Renovation

OPM

Higher Ed

$20M

$150k

2015

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

New

OPM

K-12

$11.9M

$319k

2015

✓

Ch. 149a
(CMR)

Renovation

MGL PROCUREMENT KNOWLEDGE
LEFTFIELD’s core team members have all been certified through the Office
of the Inspector General’s MCPPO Program as Owner’s Project Managers
and are thoroughly familiar with the Massachusetts Procurement Laws
M.G.L. Chapter 149 and 2004 Construction Reform Laws M.G.L. Chapter
149A.
This project would be a suitable candidate for either construction delivery
method. We feel that the decision on which approach to use should be made
collectively by the Owner, OPM and the Design Team. A decision would
ideally be made at the beginning of the Design Development phase.
There are key differences between each, that can be both positive and
negative, and should be discussed in detail before making a decision.
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LEED
Certified

LEFTFIELD will assist in the preparation, pre-qualification, bidding,
negotiation and award of all contracts, contract amendments and requests
on behalf of the Project.
PROJECT LITIGATION

DESIGN-BID-BUILD (D-B-B) UNDER M.G.L CH. 149

member of the project team. The expertise and proactive approach helped the
project avoid what could have been costly repairs in the near future.” Sister Mary
Donovan

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AT RISK (CM-R) UNDER M.G.L 149A

Traditional approach to bidding in Massachusetts

Enacted under Construction Reform Law of 2004

Pre-Qualification required for projects over $10m
(Discretionary below that threshold)

CM-R hired early in the design process

Project bid once design documents are 100% complete

CM-R selection is based on qualifications and proposals

Lowest “eligible and responsive” bidder awarded project

Contract is based on a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)

Contract is based on a Lump Sum basis
LEFTFIELD has been sued by the UMass Building Authority (UMBA) as part of
a larger suit that UMBA filed against the Contractor, Lee Kennedy, and the
Subcontractor Adams Plumbing and Heating, for a potentially faulty duct
ventilation system installed at the Blue Wall project at UMass Amherst. The
insurance company has brought in many defendants with respect to this claim.
It’s LEFTFIELD’s assertion that they have no legal liability with regards to the
issue and have filed a motion for Summary Judgement stating their case. The
decision with regard to the Summary Judgement is pending. In the meantime,
LEFTFIELD continues to do work for UMBA.

“Our prior experience with clerk of the works had been an added cost with little
added value. With Leftfield, however, we realized quickly that they were a valued
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PUBLIC EXPERIENCE

PINEHURST FIRE STATION
Billerica, MA
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
Winterstreet Architects and LEFTFIELD recently completed the design of the new
$10,000,000 Pinehurst Fire Station in Billerica, Ma. The new fire station will be
constructed on the site of the existing fire station, which required a carefully planned
and executed relocation of the active-existing fire station to a temporary one down
the street. LEFTFIELD was instrumental in the development of the relocation scope
and services that were required to accommodate this temporary location, which will
house the firefighters and their fire apparatus while the existing facility is demolished,
and the new one constructed. The new Pinehurst Fire Station will include
decontamination areas for emergencies involving hazardous materials, a walk-in
medical services room, and training facility amenities. The new facility incorporates
integrated daylighting systems driving a combination of sunshades, light shelves, and
rooftop light monitors, which will provide daylight to internal building areas, greatly
reducing electrical usage and helping the project meet its sustainable goals.

CLIENT
CONTACT
SERVICES
DELIVERY METHOD
BUILDING AREA
PROJECT COST
PROJECT TYPE
ARCHITECT
CONTRACTOR
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TOWN OF BILLERICA
JOHN CURRAN 781.367.5093
OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER
CM-AT-RISK
10,882 SQ. FT.
$10 MILLION
DEMO/NEW CONSTRUCTION
WINTER STREET ARCHITECTS
HUTTER CONSTRUCTION

WAKEFIELD PUBLIC SAFETY COMPLEX
Wakefield, MA
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
Currently in design, the approved program for the Wakefield Public Safety Building
proposes the reconfiguration and renovation to the main entry lobby ad other
selected spaces of the 3 floors within the Police Administration Building.
A new three story addition will be constructed in front of the Police Administration
Building and the existing Sallyport will be extended at the rear of the building.
Construction will be ongoing while the existing Wakefield Public Safety Building
remains fully occupied and fully operational. Work is expected to be completed in 2
or 3 phases and will begin in 2021.

CLIENT
CONTACT
SERVICES
DELIVERY METHOD
BUILDING AREA
PROJECT COST
PROJECT TYPE
ARCHITECT
CONTRACTOR

TOWN OF WAKEFIELD
JOE BERTRAND 781.569.0020
OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER
CM-AT-RISK
38,000 SQ. FT.
$9.6 MILLION
ADD/RENO CONSTRUCTION
HKT ARCHITECTS TBD
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project is planned to commence construction in Spring of 2022 and be complete for
Fall of 2024.

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FLORENCE ROCHE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

• Fiscally responsible design
• Sustainable
design
supporting environmental
stewardship
• Implements
outdoor
playground and learning
spaces
• Project
remained
on
schedule in light of the
COVID pandemic
• Accommodates
flexible
future expansion

MEDFIELD PUBLIC SAFETY COMPLEX*

Groton, MA

Medfield, MA
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
In the summer of 2019, the Groton-Dunstable Regional School District retained
LEFTFIELD as their OPM for the Florence Roche Elementary School Feasibility Study
Project. By Fall 2019, Studio G Architects was selected as the Designer. As the
feasibility study progressed, multiple options and sites were analyzed. In the end, as
a result of a thorough design and cost analysis the District selected a new school to
be constructed behind the existing Florence Roche School. Once completed, roughly
120 Groton students that currently attend elementary school in Dunstable will return
to the Florence Roche School in Groton. The Project is scheduled to receive MSBA
Board approval to proceed into Schematic Design on June 24, 2020. Upon continued
successful project approvals from the MSBA and Town of Groton [April 2021], the

CLIENT

GROTON-DUNSTABLE REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST.

CONTACT

DR. LAURA CHESSON 978.618.4557

SERVICES

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER

DELIVERY METHOD

CM-AT-RISK

BUILDING AREA

110,000 SQ. FT.

PROJECT COST

$70-$80 MILLION

SCHEDULE

APRIL/MAY 2021 FEASIBILITY STUDY

Page 6ARCHITECT
of 5
CONTRACTOR

STUDIO G ARCHITECTS
TBD

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
The initial feasibility study involved the review of the existing facilities, development
of a design program and consideration of alternative design options at two different
locations, to meet the needs of the Towns Public Safety Departments. The preferred
solution to demolish the existing public safety building and construct a new facility
on the existing site was approved at a Town meeting. During the design completion,
bidding and construction of the new facilities, the team also identified and facilitated
a move into temporary facilities for the Town Public Safety operations, in order to
make sure they stayed fully operational during construction.

CLIENT

TOWN OF MEDFIELD

SERVICES

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER

DELIVERY METHOD

DESIGN-BID-BUILD (CH. 149)

BUILDING AREA

42,000 SQ. FT.

PROJECT COST

$20.1 MILLION

SCHEDULE

CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED 2016

ARCHITECT

DORE & WHITTIER ARCHITECTS

Owner’s Project
Management ServicesG&R
• Pepperell
Public Safety Facility • Section 1
CONTRACTOR
CONSTRUCTION

*Projects completed by
proposed team members,
prior to joining LEFTFIELD
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• Jon Linehan, Officer, NLG Partnership, 617-592-9771, jlinehan@nlgpartnership.com
• Tom Hill, Superintendent, Suffolk Construction, 781-858-9630, Thill@suffolk.com
• Ben Szalewicz, Capital Planning, Salem State University, 978-542-7115, bszalewicz@salemstate.edu •
Mark Pimentel, Facilities, Harvard, FAS, 617519-0674, pimentel@fas.harvard.edu

• Managed over $2.3 billion of
public construction work
• Unique and comprehensive
insight on perspectives and
challenges of all public projects
• Comprehensively analyzing
options, alternatives, and
opportunities for best possible
outcome on projects

• Our team’s combined experience
is second
to none
• Utilizing a team-based,
collaborative working environment
• Experience in reviewing projects
from a critical path perspective
to understand priorities, issues &
concerns
• Over 500 years combined
experience
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Project Approach

3

APPROACH TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
LEFTFIELD believes in the philosophy of being professional, firm, but fair. We
are a fierce advocate for the Owner and work to ensure that the Owners
goals and objectives are met while strictly maintaining budget, schedule, and
quality; we are problem solvers. We work hard to develop a strong
relationship with all stakeholders, which results in a collaborative project
from start to finish.
As the OPM, we are responsible for fostering harmony and collaboration
amongst the Project Team while providing design and construction phase
assistance, advice, expertise, and oversight on behalf of the Owner. We
augment and act as an extension to the Owner’s staff by providing
preplanning, design, construction, engineering, and management expertise
to the Owner.
For the duration of construction, we will provide on-site monitoring of the
construction process, daily reporting, and record keeping ensuring that workin-place meets the established project design criteria and to record
contractor and subcontractor daily workforce levels and site conditions. We
also manage specialty consultants and activities such as materials testing,
construction inspections, commissioning, building envelope testing, FF&E,
tel/data, security, AV, and technology vendors as well as any
relocation/move vendors that may be utilized/required.
DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
COMMUNICATION
PROJECT
ORGANIZATION

PROJECT
PLANNING

PROJECT
MONITORING

PROJECT
CONTROL

PROJECT
LEARNING

“Simply put, I cannot imagine doing a project of this scope without Leftfield. But
most important to me, the Leftfield team are caring, highly skilled professionals who
can reflect their clients vision and emotional commitment to a project.”
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James G. Stoll, PH.D. Associate Vice President and Dean of Students,
Salem State University

In summary, LEFTFIELD will act in the Owner’s interest and at the Owner’s
direction at every stage of the project. We will offer advice, uncolored by any
conflicting interest. Important differentiators from our competitors are:
• Leadership: Every project has its own set of challenges, its unique cast
of characters, and its opportunities for success. A key role of ours will
be to provide a positive influence on the dynamic tension that is
inherent in undertakings involving multiple stakeholders. We will
work with all Project Stakeholders to identify the challenges, facilitate
solutions, and maintain focus on the project objectives. Design and
construction is a multi-faceted process with cost, time, and quality
sensitivities; we will keep the Owner apprised of the status and issues
of the project throughout the process. We will address matters in
which the Designer and Contractor are at odds and will translate the
options and solutions for the Owner and provide experienced and
objective advice on how best to proceed.
• Independent and Objective Advice: We will be able to weigh all
recommendations, conduct fact-finding, coordinate, and listen to the
various solutions and provide independent opinions and
recommendations to the Owner. This role of an independent advisor
is not intended to diminish or assume the contractual responsibilities
of any of the Project Stakeholders but to provide the best, most
complete information possible for decision-making by the Owner.
• Cost and Schedule Outcome: We will introduce best practices in
designing to budget and programming requirements, adding value
engineering and life-cycle cost analyses, and monitoring schedule
performance. We will lead the Client with becoming disciplined in
setting realistic budgets along with controlling scope additions and
maintaining the schedule. These important traits, along with us
forecasting cost and schedule risk, will keep the project moving
forward.
• Protecting the Owner’s Interests: We will be the point person in
design, preconstruction, construction, fit-out, and closeout oversight.
As the eyes and ears of the Owner, we will bring an experienced view
Owner’s Project Management Services • Pepperell Public Safety Facility • Section 3

and vigilance in managing the project, controlling competing
interests, assessing project risks, and avoiding cost and schedule
overruns and claims.
PROJECT PLANNING
During the course of our projects, we promote a team-based, collaborative
working environment for all project participants. We identify the key stakeholders
whose involvement will impact project outcomes. With them, we work together
to formalize the goals and objectives of the project. We then regularly meet with
the Project Team to identify important issues, discuss and prioritize solutions, and
implement decisions. We focus our efforts on timely budget projections,
schedule adherence, clear design/scope decisions, and the development of
quality construction documents. During construction, we oversee construction
activities to assure that the project is delivered on-time, within budget, and in
conformance with strict quality standards.

oversee that the quality of the project is being adhered to by reviewing submittals
of the materials being installed in the field for conformance to the requirements
documented in the specifications. We also assist as required with coordinating
testing and Owner Consultants in the field, including FFE, security, signage, and
tel-data.
We ensure third-party commissioning agents thoroughly commission all MEP
systems and major equipment through the participation of our own MEP specialty
expert. Our involvement will help maximize the useful life of all major MEP
equipment and systems. We participate in weekly OAC (“OwnerArchitectContractor”) meetings and identify any follow-up that is required of all
parties, resolve coordination issues or conflicts that arise either in the
Construction Documents or in the field, review Change Order Requests,
Submittals, and RFIs, and initiate a thorough schedule review to understand and
mitigate impacts to critical path activities of the project.

PROJECT MONITORING AND CONTROL
We lead the effort of cost forecasting and continuously track progress in relation
to the program and budget. We review the documents for coordination,
constructability, and completeness. We uncover potential exposures or conflicts
and identify alternatives for their resolution before the project is bid and built.
We produce monthly reports that document progress in the field, adherence to
critical path activities, forecasted cost, and opportunities and exposures within
the project. Our process assures that the project is developed in accordance with
the Owner’s program requirements and is fully coordinated to minimize
construction change orders and delays. As we manage the design process, we are
also updating the master project schedule to ensure that all tasks and
responsibilities are identified and accomplished in a timely manner throughout
the process. During the preconstruction phase of the project, we drive the process
of permitting and approvals. We lead a comprehensive construction management
and subcontractor prequalification process prior to bidding to ensure that the
Town of Pepperell receives the best that the marketplace has to offer. By raising
awareness and interest through outreach, we ensure there is maximum coverage
amongst qualified bidders to ensure multiple competitive bids for each scope of
work.

The quality of a project is paramount to LEFTFIELD. Regardless of a project’s
budget or schedule, a project’s quality cannot be compromised. As such, we take
several measures to ensure proper quality control is adhered to during the course
of a project. Our clerks are very experienced to safeguard that the products and
materials installed in the field are installed as recommended by manufacturers
and represent best construction practices. Our internal MEP Specialists make
construction observations to ensure that all MEP systems are installed in such a
way that the systems function correctly, can be properly maintained, adequately
controlled through the BMS system, and that their useful life can be maximized.

As your on-site representative, we provide representation to oversee the daily
activities of the construction process and communicate between all parties to
ensure the Contractor is following all protocols for safety and logistics. During
construction, we provide onsite monitoring of subcontractor staffing,
construction progress, and overall adherence to the project specifications. We

A NOTE ON COMMUNICATION
We believe our Owners truly value our involvement for good reason. First, while
being professional, we’re extremely attentive to their needs. Second, while
communicating and coordinating closely with our clients, we don’t
“overcommunicate.” If something impacts budget, schedule, quality, or there is
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We also oversee the building envelope commissioning processes and assist in
coordinating inspections to ensure quality is maintained.
PROJECT CLOSE-OUT AND REVIEW
Finally, we assist the owner in achieving final completion with the timely
submission of all closeout documents, including shop drawings, roof warranty,
general product/system warranties, maintenance and operation manuals, special
inspection reports, maintenance agreements, final certifications, record
drawings, and closeout requirements.
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an evolving political issue, we will reach out to the Owner. If a decision is critical
to the success of the project, we will aggressively seek out the answer. Having
worked with public authorities over the past 20+ years, we understand how to
meet the needs of our clients while communicating closely with all parties
involved. We have a constant focus concerning the financial side of our projects
with continuous updates to accurately forecast within the job cost report, offering
real-time explanations for changes in the cost forecast.

EXAMPLES OF CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
Complex Site Logistics; Occupied Site; Construction Budget Re-Alignment
Required Billerica Memorial High School – Billerica, MA
(project managed by LEFTFIELD Staff while employed by another OPM Firm during the feasibility phase)

The Town of Billerica selected LEFTFIELD as their Owner’s Project Manager in
the Spring of 2016 to manage the Design and Construction of their new
$176,000 million [project cost]; 326,000 square foot high school facility. This
exciting project is being designed by the Boston office of Perkins + Will, and
the selected Construction Manager is Shawmut Design and Construction.
The facility is designed for 1,600+ high school students from grades 8 through
12 and includes a 200+ student Pre-K program. The educational program and
design of the school consist of two distinct “wings.” One is a four-story-high
Academic Wing consisting of traditional STEAM classrooms, administration
support services, and multiple interdisciplinary break-out learning spaces.
The other wing referred to as the Civic Wing, consists of public and assembly
areas that contain a 600-seat auditorium, 17,000 square foot gymnasium, 3story open commons-cafeteria, and various athletic, administrative, and
support spaces. Site amenities include a multi-sport turf practice field,
quadstyle commons, turf performance stadium, and track complex complete
with a 1,600-seat bleacher concourse with concessions and bathrooms.
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CHALLENGE & SOLUTION
During the DD (Design Development) phase, the project experienced an
overrun in costs due to certain design decisions that were implemented
post the schematic design process. Leftfield became very instrumental
in the VE (Value Engineering) process and developed a road map with
multiple tiered VE scopes of work to bring the project back into budget
while maintaining the project schedule and core scope of the project.
The project was built in sequential phases on a shared site adjacent to
the existing high school while the high school remained open. In light of
the VE process that was undertaken, construction commenced (as
scheduled), and as of the issuance of this proposal, the project was
completed under budget and on schedule.
Complex Permitting; Site Logistics;
Occupied Site
Concord-Carlisle Regional High School – Concord, MA
(project managed by LEFTFIELD Staff while employed by another OPM Firm)

The 4-story, 1,125 student, 236,800 square foot, Concord-Carlisle Regional High
School, was opened in April 2015 on-time and under budget. The Project was
designed by the Office of Michael Rosenfeld and constructed by Turner Construction
Company. The facility was built on its existing site, which was previously the Town
landfill.

CHALLENGE & SOLUTION
Due to its site constraints and Town of Concord permitting bylaws, a vigorous
permitting process was undertaken. The LEFTFIELD staff employees who
managed this project met with the Town Building Commissioner regularly to
chart permitting outline and orderly process of attaining all required permits
and approvals. Aside from the standard building permit process, NPDES permit,
numerous neighborhood meetings, other unique reviews, and approvals
consisted of: Site plan review and approval from the ZBA; approval from the
Groundwater Conservancy District; NOI – Wetlands Protection Act and Concord
Wetland Bylaw, and a Septic System Decommissioning permit under Title 5
regulations. These permits were all charted out and approved on time to allow
construction to commence on schedule and in a fast-track manner.
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Construction Budget Re-Alignment Required
CHALLENGE & SOLUTION
As a result of committee dynamics beyond the control of the OPM, this project
was required to implement a robust VE (Value Engineering) process during the
Design Development phase of the project to maintain the original project budget
and schedule. This resulted in a lengthier Design Development phase. However,
based on the reassignment of the committee chair and a renewed collaborative
VE process with the project team and stakeholders, VE was implemented, and
construction commenced as originally scheduled. A thorough analysis was
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performed on various materials on the project to find a balance between design
and budget eventually. The project was delivered CM-at-Risk with a fast-track,
early bid package accelerated approach. Throughout this project, a firm and
disciplined control of construction and project costs were implemented, which
allowed the project to implement earlier dismissed VE scopes of the work.

Permitting Coordination Lucretia & Joseph Brown Elementary School –
Marblehead, MA
In the summer of 2017, the Town of Marblehead engaged LEFTFIELD to manage the
Lucretia & Joseph Brown (formerly Elbridge Gerry) Elementary School Project. By Fall
2017, Raymond Design was selected as the Designer, and in November of 2019,
Gilbane Construction was awarded as the Construction Manager.
As the feasibility study unfolded, this multi-faceted project, which included two
enrollments with multiple sites, cumulated in the analysis of 24 options. In the end,
the Town and District decided to pursue and select a 450-student enrollment option
that combined four elementary schools into one school and utilized an existing
school site for the construction of their new 80,000+/- school facility. The project is
currently in-construction, ahead of schedule, and tracking under budget.

CHALLENGE & SOLUTION
Due to a last-minute Town decision regarding their interpretation of the Dover
Amendment, the project was faced with an ambitious Site Plan approval process
with the Town as well as external challenges with various abutters to the project.
LEFTFIELD immediately assessed the situation, regrouped with all Town
Departments and Stakeholders, and developed a critical path permitting
schedule to maintain the planned start of construction.
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LEFTFIELD became the nucleus of the permitting process and shepherded the
project through all required approvals ranging from a ZBA special parking permit,
Site Plan approval from the Planning Board, and a robust Traffic Analysis and
report that was a prerequisite from the Town Planning Board. The project is
currently in-construction, ahead of schedule, and tracking under budget.
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Project Team

4

CORE TEAM
JIM ROGERS
MCPPO
Principal-in-Charge
SHANE NOLAN
MCPPO, OSHA, LEED
Project Director
LINDA LIPORTO
MCPPO, OSHA, CSL, LEED
Senior Project Manager
MARK LAFLEUR
MCPPO, OSHA, CSL
Field Representative

SPECIALIZED TEAM
DAVID SAINDON
Project Advisor

JAY FAXON
MEP Specialist

MATT CASEY
Civil/Structual Specialist

ADAM KEANE
Utilities Specialist

(if and as needed)

(if and as needed)

KEY PERSONNEL
LEFTFIELD has assigned familiar staff members that will be thoroughly involved in the management of these projects. In addition, we have augmented the staff you
know with new team members to assist as required depending on the pace and schedule of both projects. Our staff’s experience is second to none. Shane Nolan
will be your Project Director, your day-to-day contact and will lead the rest of the LEFTFIELD team. Linda Liporto will be the project manager and David Saindon
will serve as Project Advisor with schedule, budget, controls, etc. Based on project needs and required staffing – LEFTFIELD has the resources. Rounding out our
team will be Jay Faxon, our MEP specialist and Mark LaFleur, our on-site representative. As a firm, we only select to work on a few key projects that we feel we can
manage well. This is how we avoid the need for staff contingency plans. We are excited about the opportunity to continue working in neighboring Towns. Because
Page 1 of 7
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of our involvement with the management of the Florece Roche School Project in Groton, we feel we can implement efficiencies in working on this project.
4

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
HIGHER ED

JIM ROGERS Fox Hall Renovation and Addition, University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA Isenberg School of Management, University of
Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, MA
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MCPPO

Viking Hall, Salem State University, Salem, MA

PRINCIPAL-IN-CHARGE

North Campus Parking Garage, Salem State University, Salem, MA
McGauvran Hall, University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA
Lincoln Campus Center, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, MA
Gassett Fitness Center, Salem State University, Salem, MA

LEFTFIELD OWNER

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

EDUCATION AND
QUALIFICATIONS
University of Massachusetts
Amherst,
School of Management,
Bachelor of Finance

Jim has consulted for Fortune 500 companies,
worldrenowned institutions, public authorities,
national developers, national REITs, and non-profits.
Jim has acted on behalf of project owners for most of
his professional career, and he clearly understands
the roles and responsibilities of an owner’s
representative: creating the foundation for an
efficient project, maintaining focus on established
goals, consistently developing solutions to minimize
constraints, and building consensus among
stakeholders in a collaborative fashion.

CERTIFICATIONS
MCPPO
INDUSTRY SKILLS
Reporting
Cost Forecasting
Cost Control
Policy and Procedure
Development
Negotiation
Claim Resolution
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
25+ years
COMPANY EXPERIENCE
14 years
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Previously, as a Vice President for MBNA America, Jim
oversaw all construction for the Northeast Region
nationally, which included several hundred thousand
square feet of office construction and office fit-out
annually.
At LEFTFIELD, Jim manages and coordinates all phases
of real estate development and construction;
including master-planning, permitting, design,
construction, commissioning, and close-out. His
specialized skills include the authoring and presenting
of management reports that genuinely reflect project
status with respect to forecasting cost, schedule,
quality, safety, and other critical issues.

Crimson Hall, Bridgewater State University, Bridgewater, MA
Marsh Hall, Salem State University, Salem, MA
Atlantic Hall, Salem State University, Salem, MA
Maureen Murphy Wilkens Science Building, Emmanuel College, Boston, MA
Residence Hall Summer Slammers/Offline Renovations, Harvard, MA
K-12
Waltham High School, Waltham, MA
Elbridge Gerry School, Marblehead, MA
Billerica Memorial High School, Billerica, MA
BMC Durfee High School, Fall River, MA
Wayland High School Athletic Fields and Stadium, MA
James Madison Morton Middle School, Fall River, MA
LABS / LIFE SCIENCES
One Winthrop Square, Nan-Fung Life Sciences Real Estate, Boston, MA
51 Sleeper Street, Nan-Fung Life Sciences Real Estate, Boston, MA
Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology Project, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Northwest Science Building, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Northwest Teaching Labs, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Northwest East Wing Admin Offices, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Northwest BioPhysics Lab, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Bauer Glasswash, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jacobsen Lab, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
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MRICS, MCPPO
PROJECT DIRECTOR

Belmont High School, Belmont MA
Worked closely with the School Building Committee and State Agency MSBA to lead
this project through a successful Town approval process. Directly involved with the
procurement and selection of the design team and construction manager for this
innovative and complex project.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

Scituate Middle School, Scituate MA
I helped establish an intensive public communication program early during the design
of this project to provide outreach to the local community and Local Boards. The
project was constructed on a confined/occupied High School campus with
environmentally sensitive site conditions. The project was completed on time and
under budget.

SHANE NOLAN

EDUCATION AND
QUALIFICATIONS
Member Royal Institute of
Quantity Surveyors Napier
University, Scotland: BSc
Quantity Surveying Cork
Institute of Technology:
Diploma in Construction
Economics

With a proven track record and solid reputation within
the construction and development industry Mr. Nolan
provides direct input into the planning, scheduling,
budgeting/financial analysis and construction for all
projects that he is involved in. He is responsible for
leading the entire team through all phases of the
development and construction process including design,
budget development, bidding, contract administration,
construction, completion and close out. His ability to
handle multiply tasks simultaneously means that he can
manage many complex projects at any given time.

CERTIFICATIONS
MCPPO
OSHA 30-HR

Prior to joining Leftfield Mr. Nolan has 24 years
experience working on many complex projects for
institutional, educational, residential and commercial
clients. These projects have ranged in value from
INDUSTRY SKILLS
$500,000 to $295m and include many on occupied
Project Management
buildings/campuses and tight urban sites. Mr. Nolan’s
Design Oversight
“hands on, heads up” style of management has resulted
Procurement
in a successful outcome on all projects he has
Construction Administration
undertaken.

Schedule Review
Budget Reporting

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Industry – 24 years
COMPANY EXPERIENCE
1 year

Mr. Nolan gained Professional Membership of the Royal
institute of Quantity Surveyors in May 2002.
Membership of this highly respected global construction
and real estate organization is only awarded to
individuals who meet and maintain the most rigorous
requirements for both education and practical
experience.

Rockland High School/Middle School, Rockland MA
Renovation/addition project involved over 14 separate phases on an occupied school
campus. I worked closely with School and Local Officials to establish a workable
construction schedule which allowed the 1,200 HS and MS students remain on campus
for the duration of the construction works.
Mass College of Art, New Residence Hall, Boston MA
This 21-story “Tree House” is a standout in the Boston Skyline. The project involved an
intensive review and permitting process with the City of Boston. The building was
located within feet of a major MWRA culvert which serves a large portion of downtown
Boston buildings.

OTHER PROJECTS
Lincoln Public School, Lincoln MA
Mitchell Elementary School, Bridgewater MA
Medfield Public Safety Building, Medfield MA
Boston Renaissance Charter Public School
Harvard University Vanserg and Shannon Childcare
UMass Lowell – Olney and Engineering 105 Lab Refurbs
Dublin Airport Terminal 2
Quincy High School, Quincy MA
MGM Grand City Centre, Las Vegas NV
Nashua Street Condominiums, Boston MA
Visual Arts Centre, Sarah Lawrence College, Yonkers, NY
Boston Convention & Exhibition Centre, Boston MA

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 17+ years
COMPANY EXPERIENCE
1 year

LINDA LIPORTO
MCPPO, OSHA, CSL, LEED SR. PROJECT MANAGER

CERTIFICATIONS AND
LICENSES
MCPPO
OSHA 30
CSL
LEED AP
INDUSTRY SKILLS
Contract Negotiations
Due Diligence
Budgeting & Estimating
Scheduling & Procurement
Project Management
Construction Management
Permitting
Cost Management
HR Infrastructure
IT & AV Infrastructure
Accounting & CPA
Corporate Reporting
Software Implementation
Insurance & Tax Reporting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction management of projects
IT & software corporate infrastructure
Business development and marketing
Business operations and organizational reviews
CPA tax reporting and corporate financial reporting
HR program implementation; corporate standards
Estimating & budget feasibility of projects
Bidding & contract negotiations
Procurement & scheduling
Cost management and change order cost reporting

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
Linda has over 17 years of industry related
experience. She is an accomplished Construction
Executive with demonstrated ability to deliver
projects on time, within budget, with top quality
results.
A visionary Operations Executive with solid
experience managing all levels of multiple projects.
Seasoned, multifaceted, and results driven
professional, offering wide-ranging experience in
organizational
leadership,
construction
management, estimating, scheduling, permitting and
revenue growth.
Linda joined LEFTFIELD after serving as a Principal of
a construction management firm and is adept at
creating loyal and lasting professional relationships
with clients by acting with honesty and integrity and
she is fully committed to contributing to the
organization’s overall continued success.
REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE

IQ Proteomics Laboratory – Charlestown, MA
Waveguide Laboratory – Waltham, MA
Paradigm Property Lab Repositioning – Charlestown, MA
222 Brooks Street Residences, GoVenture Capital Group – Worcester, MA
Grove Street Building Repositioning Lab/Residential – Worcester, MA
51 Sleeper Street, Nan-Fun Life Sciences Real Estate – Boston, MA
One Winthrop Square, Nan-Fung Life Sciences Real Estate – Boston, MA
New Revere High School – Revere, MA
Ventilation/Commissioning for Public SBuildings – City of Salem and Haverhill, MA
NKT Photonics Laboratory/Office – Boston, MA
Life Biosciences Laboratory/Office – Boston & , MA
Continuum Laboratory/Office – Boston, MA
Citizens Bank Office/Server Room Repositioning – Boston, MA
Boston Capital Office/Server Room Repositioning, One Boston Place – Boston, MA
DTCC/Omgeo Office/Server Room Repositioning – MA, NY & NJ
IINE Office/Server Room – Boston, MA
GE Capital Office/Server Room/Lab Center – Boston, MA
JVS/CVS Office, Classrooms, Training Labs – Boston, MA
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MARK LAFLEUR

Engineering, University of
Denver

projects with a high level of abutter coordination through
his direct municipal experience.

FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

INDUSTRY SKILLS
Project Management
Construction Administration
Contractor Oversight
Building Codes

As a Project Representative, Mr. LaFleur monitors the
contractor’s compliance with both the construction
documents and the Owner’s contract. He is responsible
for on-site project documentation including progress
photographs,
submittals,
RFI’s,
and
other
correspondence among the designer and the contractor.
He reviews all change orders, monitors the construction
schedule, and coordinates with the municipality and
abutters throughout construction to minimize the
impact on the surrounding community.

CSL, MCPPO

CERTIFICATIONS AND
LICENSES
Licensed Construction
Supervisor MA #CS 74564
MCPPO
AFFILIATIONS
National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA)
EDUCATION

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Industry - 25+ years

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
Mark LaFleur has over 25 years of professional
experience in construction and facilities management in
various roles including working directly as a municipal
Director of Public Facilities, construction project
management and administration and most recently as an
on-site Project Representative on public sector
construction projects. With a background in engineering,
Mr. LaFleur has a strong grasp for the technical side of a
project and is also

COMPANY EXPERIENCE
3 years

Mr. LaFleur previously served as the Director of Public
Facilities for the Town of Needham, where he managed
the construction, renovation and operations of all
municipal facilities.
In this position, Mark lead the procurement of construction contracts and goods and
services, performed construction administration services on capital improvement
projects and managed operational budgets..

particularly adept at overseeing public infrastructure B.S.

of Science in Mechanical

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
LEFTFIELD, LLC
Harvard University, Eliot House Off-Line FY18 - Cambridge, MA
Walton Elementary School - Wakefield, MA
Kensington Elementary School ARP - Springfield, MA BMC
Durfee High School - Fall River, MA
JOSLIN LESSER & ASSOCIATES (NV5)
Galvin Middle School - Wakefield, MA
Parker Elementary School - Billerica, MA
RDK ENGINEERS
Emergency Operations Center Renovations, Public Safety Building - Lowell, MA
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Housing Authority Renovations, Revere Housing Authority - Revere, MA
Replacement of heating system boilers and domestic hot water systems in 38
multifamily buildings, Winthrop Housing Authority - Winthrop, MA
IAP WORLDWIDE SERVICES
U.S. Air Force Infrastructure Renovations, Hanscom Air Force Base - Bedford, MA

TOWN OF NEEDHAM, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC FACILITIES
Broadmeadow Elementary School - Needham, MA
Eliot Elementary School - Needham, MA
Needham Public Library, Renovation & Addition - Needham, MA
Needham High School - Needham, MA
Various Municipal Buildings - Needham, MA

McCall Middle School Addition, Winchester, MA $5.1 M - Chapter 149.
This 24,400 square foot addition was designed as a new wing off of the existing school

DAVID SAINDON

and was built while the middle school was in full operation.

MCPPO, OSHA
Neighborhood House Charter School, Dorchester, MA
PROJECT ADVISOR

$10.0 M - Chapter 149.

A 76,000 square foot renovation and addition to the K-8 school. After several months of construction delays the Board of Trustees engaged KVA to
provide guidance/ leadership with construction sequencing, schedule correction and resolution of
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EDUCATION AND
QUALIFICATIONS
Boston Architectural College, PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
BS in Architecture
With over 20 years of past experience working for
leading construction and design firms, David has
CERTIFICATIONS
developed into a seasoned Project Executive.
MCPPO
Specializing in the public educational market, David is
OSHA 30-HR
an expert in Massachusetts Public Bid Law and
INDUSTRY SKILLS
structuring projects to conform to the alternative
Constructability Review
Chapter 149A CM at Risk contracting approach. Skilled
and Analysis
in multi-tasking, David manages people and projects
Subcontractor Selection
to successful outcomes.
and procurement
Project/Schedule
REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
Expediting Budget
development and
Wayland High School, Wayland, MA
maintenance
$56.2M - “CM at Risk” – MSBA.
Coordination of Architectural
Owner’s Project Manager for a 900 student, 200,000
Elements
square foot new high school to be built on the existing
high school site. Work also will include demolition of
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
existing high school and construction of 500 surface
23 years
parking spaces.
COMPANY EXPERIENCE
5 years
Salem High School Renovations, Salem, MA
$54.8 M - “CM at Risk” – MSBA.
A 425,000+ square foot, fully occupied 32-month
phased renovation project, with 26 months of intense
construction activities, completed on time and
significantly under budget.
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union labor issues.
Salem State University Residence Hall, Salem, MA
$35.0 M - “CM at Risk” – MSCBA.
A new 147,500 square foot, 460-bed dormitory and related sitework; completed
ahead of schedule and under budget.
Concord-Carlisle Regional High School, Concord, MA
$92.5 M - “CM at Risk” – MSBA, MA-CHPS.
Owner representative services for this 226,000 square foot Regional High School and
12,000 square foot alternate gym on a 90 acre campus.
The Winsor School, Center of Performing Arts and Wellness, Boston, MA
$96 M 130,000 SF expansion and renovation.
Expansion of performing arts and various athletic programs as well as additional
classrooms. The project will provide music rooms, a dance studio, a 500-seat theater,
two full size basketball courts, workout gym and 5 squash courts.
Billerica Memorial High School, Billerica, MA
$176 M – “CM at Risk” (in construction).
New 325,000 SF school facility to be constructed on the existing co-located site which
will be shared with Town Hall, police and fire departments. Once the constructed,
the existing buildings will be abatement, demolished and made way for new parking
lots, soccer fields and a new 1,800 seat bleacher football stadium venue.
Elbridge Gerry School, Marblehead, MA
$45 M (in design)
Complex Feasibility Study for the Elbridge Gerry Elementary School. This multifaceted
Feasibility Study consists of studying various school configurations ranging from a
160-student combined Elbridge Gerry and Coffin School and a 450-student combined
Elbridge Gerry, Coffin and Bell School. Each of these options include analysis on
existing school sites as well as other available host sites.
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$24M renovation of the 490 seat Sophia Gordon Creative & Performing Arts Center
at Salem State University. The renovation transformed the 1958 Mainstage Theater
into a state of the art performance space as well as theatrical teaching space.
McGauvran Hall, University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA
44,093 SF renovation to create main dining facility on an occupied urban campus.
This project is to be the cornerstone of the new South Campus Mall.

JAY FAXON
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
MEP EXPERT

Eliot House Off-Line FY18, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
MEP work within off-line project.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

EDUCATION
HVAC/R, Whittier
Vocational Technical
School
CERTIFICATIONS
AND LICENSES
EPA Certificate
Master Refrigeration
License
Oil Burner Certification
Second Class
Fireman’s License
Master Sheet Metal
License
INDUSTRY SKILLS
Constructability review
MEP Systems Engineering
Facilities Engineering
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
40+ years
COMPANY EXPERIENCE
8 years

Jay has over 40 years of experience in the
construction industry. He is a team builder with a
proven record of success including campus
environments. Jay is regarded as a very effective
communicator with keen judgment and thoughtful,
thorough decision making ability. With his extensive
knowledge of critical systems in facilities applications,
facilities operations architecture, utility systems
infrastructure and energy management systems, he is
an integral part of the team. He is also licensed and
certified in numerous mechanical disciplines.

Robinson Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
MEP audit.

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS

Winchester Mechanical, Henshaw St., Woburn, MA
Commercial and Industrial HVACR. Installation and start-up of commercial
refrigeration rack systems at Cheese Cake Factory and Stop and Shop, Huntington
Ave. Pre-start and start-ups of all equipment at Ill Huntington Ave. Burlington Mall,
IBM buildings, Carl Shapiro CardioVascular Hospital, the Oracle Building in Burlington
and Four Seasons.

OPM On-Call Projects,
University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA
Various on-all projects for ranging from $175,000 to
$5M in project cost. Flooring, HVAC, generator, fire
pumps, building renovations, retro commissioning,
etc.
Fox Hall Renovation and Addition,
University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA
$15M construction of new passenger elevators on the
exterior of an existing high rise residence hall and
upgrades to the two existing passenger elevators.
Mainstage Theater, Salem State University, Salem,
MA

Department of Energy Resources, MA
MEP and commissioning oversight on various ongoing projects.
Massachusetts State College Building Authority, MA
Preventative maintenance for ongoing projects.
Viking Hall, Salem State University, Salem, MA
400 bed residence hall with retail auxiliary services on the 1st floor.

Phillips Academy, Andover, MA
Maintained and serviced all HVAC equipment, worked on three one thousand horse
power boilers, two hundred psi steam, several large chillers, and all
ventilationmequipment and refrigeration equipment. Attended Carrier Centrifugal
training in Syracuse, New York. Helped implement a maintenance program for all
HVAC maintenance personnel on site.
Comfort Air Systems, Framingham, MA
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Commercial,
industrial
HVAC equipment start-ups
of
new
buildings,
installation of controls,
both conventional and
DOC. Taught apprentice
program. Attended all
Carrier
courses
and
Johnson Control classes.
Callahan & Kotes, Ballard
Vail Street, Andover, MA
Residential HVAC, light
commercial
HVAC.
Environmental walk-ins,
and cascade systems,
steam heat and chillers at
Harvard School of Public
Health.
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Firm Capacity
FIRM OVERVIEW & HISTORY
LEFTFIELD is an OPM firm that was established in 2007. Results driven, with
a dogged focus on the bottom line from the get-go, our impressive staff
consistently delivers. Where many might think of the name “Leftfield” as
eccentric or odd, it wasn’t chosen solely because of our love of baseball.
Instead, developed from an idea and a passion for thinking outside of the
box. We found that sometimes, the best ideas are the ones that come out of
“leftfield” and may not necessarily meet the more mainstream methods or
ideologies. Our “leftfield” thinking was developed through our experiences
and understanding that there is not a “one size fits all” approach to a project
or a program. Every client, every project, and every problem are unique, and
as such, require a unique approach to achieving a successful outcome.
Because of this, we embrace our “leftfield” thinking and wanted a name that
accurately described our approach and our culture. To us it signals exactly
what’s needed in this industry - a truly unique and highly effective approach
to complex project management.
We have a team of experienced professionals that have completed over $2.3
billion of public construction work. LEFTFIELD is well versed in all phases of
project management: planning, feasibility, budgeting, project scheduling,
preconstruction, design, construction, commissioning, and close-out. We
have significant experience in working on both design-bid-build (Chapter
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149) and Construction Manager (Chapter 149A) construction contract
methodologies.
Based on current staffing levels and availability, we have the ability to
immediately infuse ourselves into these projects that require significant
planning and coordination with varied and unique stakeholders. LEFTFIELD is
currently comprised of 29 highly regarded industry professionals: 1 Principal,
19 Project Managers, 6 Clerks, 2 MEP Specialists, and 1 Administrator. We
also have teamed up with many sub-consultant firms, depending on the
Owner and Project’s needs.
LEFTFIELD offers a variety of services that include, but are not limited to,
the following:
• Owner Representation

• Construction Administration

• Clerk of the Works • Audit Services
• Cost Management and Reporting • MEP Expertise
• Estimating • Lender Inspections

In addition to managing the design and construction of a project, LEFTFIELD
has been instrumental in assisting Owners with the acceptance and turn-over
of buildings from construction to operations. Our team has been selected by

the MSCBA to develop a Preventative Maintenance Program for all 9 of their
Massachusetts State College Building Authority (MSCBA), the University of
campuses state-wide. LEFTFIELD has the operational experience to assist in
Massachusetts Building Authority (UMBA), and the Massachusetts State
the MEP life cycle analysis and the management of the commissioning process
Building Authority (MSBA). Other high profile clients include Emmanuel
for all major equipment. We have also been selected by EVERSOURCE to work
College, General Growth Properties (GGP Inc.), Lyophilization Services of New
with educational facility’s to provide a curriculum and then hold classes with
England and Beacon Capital Partners.
their operation’s staff while also providing audits for their preventative
maintenance of major MEP equipment. The goal of the program is to lower
COMPANY FINANCIALS
energy costs by 6% over a year. Jim Rogers started LEFTFIELD 14 years ago to
Company Financials are attached in a separate envelope, in order to maintain
better serve his clients. As part of its over $2.3 billion in collective
confindentiality.
construction experience with its staff, LEFTFIELD is currently working on
construction projects for Harvard University, Boston University, the
Page 1 of 3
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CAPACITY & SKILLS
Field Supervision & Safety:

CURRENT & PROJECTED WORKLOAD
LEED

PROJECT

CLIENT

COMPLETION

COST

Mark LaFleur, Matt Casey

Revere High School
Revere, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Sep. 2026

$350M

Cost Estimating:

Mass School
Building Authority

Sep. 2026

$110M

PM&C, Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto

John R. Pierce Elementary
School
Brookline, MA

Schedule Analysis:

Elbridge Gerry School
Marblehead, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Feb. 2022

$55.6M

Pinehurst Fire Station
Billerica, MA

Town of Billerica

Sep. 2021

$10M

Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto
Value Engineering:

BMC Durfee High School
Fall River, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Aug. 2021

$263M

Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto, Matt Casey, Jay Faxon

Florence Roche Elementary
Groton, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

May 2021

$78.6M

Constructability Review:

Dale Street School
Medfield, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Jun. 2021

$130M

Waltham High School
Waltham, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Aug. 2024

$375M

Mark LaFleur, Adam Keane, Matt Casey, Jay Faxon

Town of Wakefield

Sep. 2022

$9.6M

Financial & Monthly Status Reporting:

Public Safety Facility
Wakefield, MA
Tyngsborough Middle School
Tyngsborough, MA

Mass School
Building Authority

Sep. 2022

$60M

Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto, Jensen Hughes
Quality Control:

Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto
Communication and Coordination with MSBA:
Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto
LEEDv4 Coordination/Advisement:
Jim Rogers, Shane Nolan, Linda Liporto

EXPERIENCE
LEFTFIELD is very experienced with all aspects of LEEDv4 prerequisites and
available credits as well as in supporting the development of grant applications for
sustainability initiatives. As a firm, we have ushered in many LEED certified
Platinum, Gold and Silver school projects.

While managing the very complex $75M Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology project at Harvard University, the project received a Platinum LEED designation and
is noted for having the most LEED points of any project in the entire country.
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101 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
617 -737 -6400
www.leftfieldpm.com

